SMART OFFICE SOLUTIONS
Smart office space management solutions from Spaceti. Thanks to data collection using small design stones, it can analyze the work environment and adjust it according to the needs and preferences of its users. You will be in control of temperature, humidity and CO₂. It helps in the organization and occupancy of spaces, office desks, meeting rooms or parking spaces. Easy booking and management system thanks to the application.

It guides visitors and office users through space and functions as a navigating system with the possibility of various access levels or, for example, calling an elevator.

You can use your mobile phone to arrange parking, book a ticket or call an elevator.

Keep track of the occupancy of meeting rooms and other spaces. Simply book and sync with your calendar.

Sensors are small design stones that can be placed wherever needed. On a glass partition, wall or furniture, but also under the chair of each workplace.

Analyze data on CO₂ levels, humidity and temperature in any room and increase people's productivity by offering them an environment where they can breathe healthier air.

Forget keys and codes. Manage access to lockers as needed. You can access levels and connect a payment system.
Become one of our fans and be part of the story...